Abstract. Symmetries of the finite Heisenberg group represent an important tool for the study of deeper structure of finite-dimensional quantum mechanics. As is well known, these symmetries are properly expressed in terms of certain normalizer. This paper extends previous investigations to composite quantum systems consisting of two subsystems -qudits -with arbitrary dimensions n and m. In this paper we present detailed descriptions -in the group of inner automorphisms of GL(nm, C) -of the normalizer of the Abelian subgroup generated by tensor products of generalized Pauli matrices of orders n and m. The symmetry group is then given by the quotient group of the normalizer.
Introduction
The special role of the finite Heisenberg group (also known as the HeisenbergPauli group) has been recognized in mathematics as well as in physics. In the former case, it is closely connected with the Pauli grading of the classical Lie algebras of the type sl(n, C) [1, 2] . In the latter case, its elements provide the basic quantum observables in the finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces [4] of quantum mechanics.
It is then clear that automorphisms or symmetries of the finite Heisenberg group play very important role in the investigation of Lie algebras on the one hand [2, 5, 6] and of quantum mechanics in finite dimensions on the other [7, 8] . These symmetries find proper expression in the notion of the quotient group of certain normalizer [9] . The groups of symmetries given by inner automorphisms were described in [2] as isomorphic to SL(2, Z n ) for arbitrary n ∈ N and as Sp(4, Z p ) for n = p 2 , p prime in [6] .
Note that such symmetry groups are finite-dimensional analogues of the group Sp(2N, R) of linear canonical transformations of the continuous phase space R 2N . Their matrix forms then correspond to the metaplectic representation of Sp(2N, R) in the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space L 2 (R N ) in which the Heisenberg Lie algebra is represented [10] .
The present investigation is devoted to symmetries of the finite Heisenberg group for systems composed of two subsystems (qudits) of arbitrary dimensions n, m. Such composite systems have been studied over finite fields, e.g. for both n = m prime [6] . There exist numerous studies of various aspects of the finite Heisenberg group over finite fields in connection with finite-dimensional quantum mechanics (FDQM) in Hilbert spaces of prime or prime power dimensions (see e.g. [8, 11, 12, 13] ).
Our main motivation to study symmetries of the finite Heisenberg group not in prime or prime power dimensions but for arbitrary dimensions stems from our previous research where we obtained results valid for arbitrary dimensions [2, 14, 15] . Recent paper [16] belongs to this direction, too, by dealing with quantum tomography over modular rings. Also papers [17, 18] support our motivation, since they show that FDQM over growing arbitrary dimensions yields surprisingly good approximations of ordinary quantum mechanics on the real line.
This paper can be viewed also as a contribution to the study of the up to now unsolved problem -the existence or non-existence of the maximal set of N + 1 mutually unbiased bases in Hilbert spaces of arbitrary dimensions N . Let us point out that a constructive existence proof for N prime presented in [8] was based on consistent use of the symmetry group SL(2, Z N ). It is well known that such maximal sets exist in all prime and prime power dimensions [19] but the maximal number of mutually unbiased bases for composite dimensions is unknown as yet. If known, it would provide a very important contribution to quantum communication science, where mutually unbiased bases serve as basic ingredient of secure protocols in quantum cryptography [20, 21] . Perhaps this paper may help to unveil the structure of the maximal set of mutually unbiased bases.
After introductory sections 2, 3 and 4 fixing notation of FDQM, inner automorphisms and tensor products, in section 5 the group G is defined. The central part of the paper is section 6 where the normalizer is completely described and the main Theorem 6.9 proved. It contains our principal result that the symmetry group, being the quotient group of the normalizer, is indeed isomorphic to G. Moreover, in section 7 the group G is described as a suitable extension of groups. More detailed characterizations of G are postponed to the Appendix.
Finite-dimensional quantum mechanics
Finite-dimensional quantum mechanics (FDQM) [7, 22] has been developed as quantum mechanics on configuration spaces given by finite sets equipped with the structure of a finite Abelian group [14] . In the first step one may consider a single cyclic group Z n for given n ∈ N as the underlying configuration space. Definition 2.1. For a given n ∈ N set ω n := e 2πi/n ∈ C.
Denote Q n and P n the generalized Pauli matrices of order n,
n ) ∈ GL(n, C) and P n ∈ GL(n, C), where (P n ) i,j := δ i,j−1 , i, j ∈ Z n . The n × n unit matrix will be denoted as I n . The subgroup of unitary matrices in GL(n, C) generated by Q n and P n ,
The special role of the generalized Pauli matrices has been confirmed in physical literature as the cornerstone of FDQM, since their integral powers have physical interpretation of exponentiated position and momentum operators in position representation [4] . As quantum mechanical operators, Q n and P n act in the n-dimensional Hilbert space H n = 2 (Z n ). Further properties of Π n are contained in the following obvious lemma.
Lemma 2.2.
(1) The order of Π n is n 3 . (2) The center of Π n is {ω j n I n |j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}}. (3) P n Q n = ω n Q n P n . We shall also need the following general property of Π n . Lemma 2.3. Let R be a C-algebra with unit 1, M n (R) be the algebra of n × n matrices with entries from R and let Π n be naturally embedded in M n (R). Let C ∈ M n (R) be such that P n C = λCP n and Q n C = µCQ n for some λ, µ ∈ C \ {0}. Then there are H ∈ Π n and a ∈ R such that C = aH.
Proof. We can suppose that
Hence (ω i−j n − µ)C i,j = 0 for every i, j. Since C = 0, there are i 0 and j 0 such that
Hence c j − λc j−1 = 0 for every j. It follows that, c j = λ j−1 c 1 and c 1 = λ n c 1 . Since D = 0, we have c 1 = 0 and λ n = 1. Hence λ = ω k n and D = Q k n (c 1 I n ). Now put H = P j 0 −i 0 n Q k n ∈ Π n and a = c 1 ∈ R. Then C = aH.
Inner automorphisms of GL(n, C)
For the notion of inner automorphisms, we shall consider (instead of the Lie algebra gl(n, C)) the matrix group GL(n, C) of all invertible matrices n×n over C, since the finite Heisenberg group was introduced as a subgroup of GL(n, C).
The following lemma summarizes relevant properties of Ad M .
Definition 3.3. We define P n as the group
It is an Abelian subgroup of Int(GL(n, C)) and is generated by two commuting automorphisms Ad Qn , Ad Pn ,
A geometric view is sometimes useful that P n is isomorphic to the quantum phase space identified with the Abelian group Z n × Z n [8] .
Tensor products
According to the well-known rules of quantum mechanics, FDQM on Z n can be extended in a straightforward way to finite direct products Z m 1 × · · · × Z m f . Here the cyclic groups involved can be viewed as describing independent quantum degrees of freedom [4] . The Hilbert space for FDQM of such a composite system is constructed as the tensor product
In this paper, in order to obtain concrete results, we restrict our study to special configuration spaces involving just two factors Z n ×Z m with arbitrary n, m ∈ N. Then the corresponding Hilbert space of FDQM will be
We recall the usual properties of the matrix tensor product ⊗. Let A, A ∈ GL(n, C), B, B ∈ GL(m, C) and α ∈ C. Then:
(iii) A ⊗ B = I nm if and only if there is 0 = α ∈ C such that A = αI n and B = α −1 I m .
Further we shall work with generating elements of Π n × Π m , A 1 := P n ⊗ I m , A 2 := Q n ⊗ I m , A 3 := I n ⊗ P m , A 4 := I n ⊗ Q m , and the corresponding inner automorphisms e i := Ad A i , for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
As an easy observation we have the folowing:
e i , the direct product of groups e i generated by e i .
Proof. Let C ∈ GL(nm, C) be such that Ad C ∈ Int(GL(nm, C)) commutes with every element of P n ⊗ P m . By 3.2(iii), A 1 C = λCA 1 and A 2 C = µCA 2 for some λ, µ ∈ C \ {0}. We can view C, A 1 and A 2 as elements of
Further, there is 0 = λ ∈ C such that
Hence I n ⊗ P n A = I n ⊗ λ AP m and thus P n A = λ AP m . Similarly, Q n A = µ AQ m for some 0 = µ ∈ C. By 2.3, we get that A = αH for some H ∈ P m and 0 = α ∈ C. Finally, C = α(H ⊗ H ) and Ad C ∈ P n ⊗ P m .
The symmetry group G
This section is devoted to the definition of the group G and its principal properties. The proof that G is indeed the symmetry group is contained in the next section 6.
We start with the definition of a monoid S, i.e. a set with a binary associative operation and a neutral element. Through this section let n, m, a, b, d ∈ N be fixed numbers such that d | n, d | m, n | abd and m | abd. In order to avoid too complicated notation we will not write out the dependence of all defined structures on the choice of the numbers above.
Further, for A = 
where ≡ k is an abbreviation for element-wise 'congruent modulo k'.
Lemma 5.2. S is a submonoid of (M 4 (Z), · ) with unit I 4 and ≡ is a congruence of (S, ·).
Proof. The assertion follows easily from the following equality 
The following lemma is easy to verify.
Now we are prepared to define group G and state its simple properties.
Since the entries n, m, d, a, b are fixed we will use a brief notation and write
The following properties are easy to verify.
Lemma 5.7. Let M be a finite monoid. Let a ∈ M have a one-sided inverse (left or right). Then a is an invertible element.
Proof. Let a ∈ M . Let b ∈ M be such that ab = 1. Since M is finite, there are m, n ∈ N, m > n such that a m = a n . Hence a m−n = a m b n = a n b n = 1. Hence a(a m−n−1 ) = (a m−n−1 )a = 1 and a is an invertible element. The other case being symmetrical.
Proposition 5.8. G is a finite subgroup of the monoid S/ ≡ . Proof. Clearly, S/ ≡ is finite. Let x, y ∈ G. Then by 5.4(ii) (xy) * j(xy) = y * (x * jx)y = y * jy = j. Hence xy ∈ G.
For x ∈ G we have x * jx = j, hence (j * x * j)x = 1. By 5.7, x −1 = j * x * j. Thus 1 = xx −1 = xj * x * j and j * = xj * x * . By 5.6(ii), −1 ∈ G and (−1)j * = j. Hence j = xjx * = (x * ) * jx * , since (x * ) * = x. It follows that x * ∈ G and thus x −1 = j * x * j ∈ G. Hence G is a group.
As an immediate consequence of the proof of 5.8 we get the following
(ii) x ∈ G if and only if x * ∈ G.
(iii) x ∈ G if and only if xjx * = j.
Lengthy derivations of more detailed properties of G are postponed to the Appendix. First there is Lemma 9.2 giving criterion for a class [A] to belong to G in terms of properties of the elements of A ∈ M 4 (Z). Second, in Theorem 9.8 is proved that G is a finite group generated by classes of special elements of M 4 (Z), see G is a group generated by {r(1)} ∪ R, where r(k) and R are defined in 9.3.
6. The normalizer of P n ⊗ P m
In this central part of the paper the normalizer is completely described and the main Theorem 6.9 is proved. It contains our principal result that the symmetry group, being the quotient group of the normalizer, is indeed isomorphic to G.
Through this section n, m ∈ N are again fixed and we set d = gcd(n, m), a = n/d and b = m/d. With this choice of d, a and b the conditions of the previous section are clearly fulfilled, lcm(n, m) = mn/ gcd(n, m) = ma = nb = abd.
the normalizer of P n in Int(GL(n, C)), and
Lemma 6.2. For every α ∈ Aut(P n ⊗ P m ) there is a unique [A] ∈ S/ ≡ such that
for each j = 1, . . . , 4.
The map
Proof. For every α ∈ Aut(P n ⊗ P m ) there are a i,j ∈ Z such that α(e j ) = 
and a 1j ≡ a 0 ≡ a a 2j for j = 3, 4. Hence A ∈ S and using 4.2 we see that A is unique up to ≡. Let α, β ∈ Aut(P n ⊗ P m ). Clearly, Φ(α) = Φ(β) implies α(e i ) = β(e i ) for every i.
for every Ad M ∈ N (P n ⊗ P m ) and Ad X ∈ P n ⊗ P m . Then Ψ is a group homomorphism and ker(Ψ) = P n ⊗ P m .
Proof. By 4.3, ker(Ψ) = C Int(GL(nm,C)) (P n ⊗ P m ) = P n ⊗ P m . Lemma 6.6. ΦΨ(N (P n ⊗ P m )) ⊆ G.
Proof. Let Ad G ∈ N (P n ⊗ P m ), where G ∈ Int(GL(nm, C). By 6.2, there is 
for i = 1, . . . , 4. Hence
by 6.5. On the other hand, for every i, j = 1, . . . , 4. By 6.4, this is equivalent to
This means that ) ∈ GL(nm, C).
Then Ad R ∈ N (P n ⊗ P m ) and ΦΨ(Ad R ) = r(−1).
Proof. R is a regular diagonal matrix. Hence R(Q n ⊗ I m ) = (Q n ⊗ I m )R and R(I n ⊗ Q m ) = (I n ⊗ Q m )R. Further,
= ω a n . Hence Ψ(Ad R )(e 2 ) = e 2 , Ψ(Ad R )(e 4 ) = e 4 , Ψ(Ad R )(e 1 ) = e 1 e For the proof of the following proposition and details see [2] . Proposition 6.8. ΦΨ(N (P n ) ⊗ N (P m )) = R where R is defined in 9.3. Theorem 6.9.
(i) (1)
Proof. (i) By 9.8, G is generated by r(1) and R. Hence, by 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8, ΦΨ(N (P n ⊗ P m )) = G. Finally, by 6.2 and 6.3, ker(ΦΨ) = P n ⊗ P m .
(ii) Let N be a subgroup of N (P n ⊗ P m ) generated by N (P n ) ⊗ N (P m ) and Ad R . Then ker(ΦΨ) = P n ⊗ P m = P n ⊗ P m ⊆ N (P n ) ⊗ N (P m ) ⊆ N and, by 6.7, 6.8 and 9.8, ΦΨ(N ) = G. Hence N = N (P n ⊗ P m ). . Hence, by 6.9(ii), N (P n ⊗ P m ) = N (P n ) ⊗ N (P m ).
G as a group extension
In order to get better insight in the structure of the symmetry group G we present it as a suitable extension of groups. In this section we shall denote it G n,m equipped with subscripts n, m ∈ N. . Clearly, ν is injective and ν(A * k B) = ν(A) · ν(B) for every A, B ∈ M 4 (Z). Thus ν is a monomorphism and * k is associative.
(ii) Let d ∈ N. By (i), * k is a well defined operation also on M 4 (Z d ). We denote as in section 5 the class j =
Using the map ν we easily get that the monoid Sp where a = n/d and b = m/d. By (ii) and 9.8, π is an epimorphism. Clearly, the kernel of π is
for integers k, l such that k | l. Clearly, S k,l is a group and we get that ker(π) = S d,n × S d,m . We have thus obtained a short exact sequence describing an extension of groups:
Conclusions
In this paper complete results are presented concerning the symmetry group of the finite Heisenberg group of a composite quantum system consisting of two subsystems with arbitrary dimensions n, m. The corresponding finite Heisenberg group is embedded in GL(N, C), N = nm. Via inner automorphisms it induces an Abelian subgroup P n ⊗ P m in Int(GL (N, C) ). We have studied the normalizer of this Abelian subgroup in the group of inner automorphisms of GL(N, C) and have thoroughly described it. The sought symmetry group G is the quotient group of the normalizer (Theorem 6.9) and its further characterizations are given in sections 5, 7 and the Appendix. In section 7 an alternative description of G is presented in terms of a group extension.
The special case of n = m = p, p prime, N = p 2 , is simply observed to correspond to the group G = Sp(4, Z p ), fully described in [6] . Note that their result is here generalized to n = m arbitrary (non-prime), leading to G = Sp(4, Z n ). If N = nm, n, m coprime, the symmetry group is, according to [2] and Corollary 6.10,
. Appendix: Characterization of G In the Appendix, the classes [A] ∈ G are first characterized by properties satisfied by elements of matrices A ∈ S (Lemma 9.2). Further in Definition 9.3 special classes r(k) and set of classes R in S/ ≡ are introduced and it is shown that r(1) and R generate a subgroup of G (Corollary 9.6). The last part of the Appendix is devoted to the proof that the set {r(1)} ∪ R in fact generates G (Theorem 9.8). Also recall that n, m, a, b, d ∈ N (3, 4) .
Proof. We have
and Notice that R is well defined.
The rest now follows easily by induction.
(ii) Clearly, r (1) (iii) It is enough to show that R ⊆ G. For h ∈ R we get that
since det S ≡ n 1 and det T ≡ m 1.
Lemma 9.5.
(i)
(ii)
Proof. Easy to verify. Use −J 2 = J −1 2 .
Corollary 9.6. For a subset A ⊆ G denote A the submonoid of G generated by A. Then {r(1)} ∪ R is a subgroup of G.
Proof. Follows from 9.4.
In the next lemma the entries for a given matrix X ∈ S, corresponding to the element [X] ∈ G, will always be denoted in the following way:
in order to simplify the notation. Theorem 9.8. G is a group generated by {r(1)} ∪ R, where r(k) and R are defined in 9.3.
Proof. Follows immediately from 9.7.
